
 

21 April 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Parents/Carers 

Subject  An Inspector Calls – Thursday 27 April 2023 

 
I would like to give you an up-date about next Thursday’s (27th April) theatre trip to 
see ‘An Inspector Calls’. Firstly, I can confirm that the trip will go ahead despite it 
being on a day of planned industrial action.  
 
Below you will find some practical information about the trip: 

 The performance is at Richmond Theatre and we are travelling there by 
coach. 
 

 Students need to meet at the bottom gate at school by 5pm at the latest 
- we need to leave by 5.15pm and students will need to register before 
getting onto the coach. 
 

 Students must wear full school uniform (no trainers are permitted - we 
will not be walking very far). 
 

 If your son or daughter needs medication (inhalers, epipens etc), please 
remind them to bring it with them. 
 

 We may have to wait outside the theatre for a short time so we suggest 
that students bring a waterproof jacket with them. 
 

 We also suggest that students have a meal before leaving home as 
there will not be time to do this in Richmond. 
 

 It is a cashless theatre and there is no interval so students do not need 
to take any money with them. 
 

 We expect to get back to Vyners around 10.45pm - we will ask students 
to message you on the way back from the theatre to give you a more 
accurate pick-up time. 
 

  



 
 

 

 

 Given the late arrival back at school, it's imperative that parents/carers 
are on time to pick up their child. Students cannot be released without 
an appropriate adult picking them up. 
 

 Before the theatre visit, I strongly recommend that students watch this 
documentary on the context of ‘An Inspector Calls’. As well as being a 
fantastic GCSE revision resource, it will also help students to get the 
most out of the performance as it focuses on the specific production we 
are going to see. 

We are very much looking forward to next week’s trip and hope that your 
son/daughter will get a lot out of it. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Ms C Connolly 
Deputy Subject Leader, English 
 

 
 

https://era.org.uk/shared-resource/?resource_id=36543&share_key=3a37ad68-6567-4b92-b344-2fe31eba216c

